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Abstract

Generating high-resolution frames of an individual’s face from a low-resolution version is useful in a number of applications like low-bitrate video conferencing, video enhancement, and de-blurring. A common technique to improve fidelity to high-frequency content is to use one or more example or reference images at higher resolution. However, typical optical flow based models do not easily scale to multiple example images, and are constrained to generating good frames only for poses that are close to the reference pose. We propose a novel multi-resolution-attention architecture that encodes information from the reference images into a set of key-value pairs at multiple resolutions that are attended to for frame synthesis. Notably, once trained, our model can effortlessly adapt to varying numbers of reference images during inference, while during training, it efficiently requires only a single reference frame. On a highly curated dataset, we show that even with a single reference frame, our multi-resolution architecture improves the PSNR, SSIM and LPIPS of synthesized images on average by 1.71 dB, 1.13 dB and 0.06 respectively over a single-resolution architecture. Further, using multiple references provides an additional improvement of 0.15 dB in PSNR, 0.07 dB in SSIM, and 0.01 in LPIPS. Moreover, on a more diverse dataset, our approach exhibits a remarkable boost in reconstruction quality – ~1 dB PSNR and SSIM, and 20% in LPIPS – when comparing the use of ten references to a single reference frame.

1. Introduction

Generating or reconstructing faces in a novel pose using priors such as a reference image or audio information has been an area of active research the past few years [27, 22, 42, 37, 35, 19]. Most approaches use a source image, and a sparse representation of the (target) unseen pose as inputs to a neural network that has been trained to reuse relevant parts of the source image in the new pose while also synthesizing unseen portions. These sparse representations may involve keypoints [27, 42, 37], audio [50, 43, 47] or even low-resolution video input [29]. Since these sparse representations can often be compressed very efficiently, these approaches [29, 22, 37] pose new opportunities for low-bandwidth video-conferencing by trading off receiver side compute for less information transmitted per video frame.

Synthesis approaches that produce high-resolution (HR) images from low-resolution (LR) version with help from reference images have been shown to be particularly robust to extreme motion or changes in orientation [29]. Many of the existing techniques such as Gemino [29] and HIME [39], inspired by prior work on keypoint-based techniques [42, 27, 37, 29], compute optical flow in their face reconstruction pipeline. Specifically, they estimate, in two-dimensions, which source feature (or pixel) needs to be moved to a given target image location in order to produce the reconstruction. However, this estimation is challenging when there is extreme motion, and image or feature correspondence is minimal. While this can be alleviated to an extent with the use of multiple source or reference images, it often requires an additional layer [35] to compute masks that combine the different sources’ optical flows. Since not all target regions can be mapped back to one or more references, these approaches rely on a partially generative network to synthesize or hallucinate such regions. Gemino [29], for instance, uses personalized generative models that capture features of a person in their weights.

A more versatile alternative to optical flow is attention [34, 5]. The basic approach within an attention layer is to compute correspondence between query and key features that identify which spatial locations in the target frame (query) should draw upon which locations in the reference (key). Each key feature maps to a value feature that is the actual feature used after the attention operation. Attention is similar to optical flow in that it identifies a correspondence between source and target pixels. However, it is much more
general in that it allows you to produce a weighted combination of input locations for every output location, rather than rely on a single input location. This versatility comes at the cost of higher computation [5, 46] but provides much more flexibility to the model in the form of a larger corpus of features, potentially from multiple references [35], to pick from. It also opens up the ability to identify a set of person- or video-specific features that the attention mechanism can learn to draw upon appropriately in the reconstruction pipeline.

The idea of using attention in the face reconstruction pipeline has been explored recently [48, 19]. However, current approaches are either generative and may not maintain identity [48], or limit themselves to the use of fixed number of reference frames [19]. The latter approach hinders the adaptability of a single model to different numbers of reference frames without requiring costly retraining for each variation.

In this paper, motivated by the robustness of the high-frequency conditional super-resolution approach in Gemino, we discuss an alternate approach to super-resolution aided by reference frames called Gemino (Attention) that uses attention mechanisms similar to [19] instead of optical flow. Specifically, Gemino (Attention) encodes a LR target image as well as low and high-resolution versions of the reference into a set of features. It then computes attention or correspondence between the features from the LR target (query features) and the LR reference (key features). The attended features from the high-resolution reference features are then put through a series of decoding layers to produce the final reconstruction. This attention structure naturally lends itself to multiple reference frames; we simply extract key-value pairs from each reference frame’s LR and HR versions and stack them together in the attention pipeline. The model can then decide, on its own, which parts of which frame are most appropriate to pick from. It also opens up the ability to identify a set of person- or video-specific features that the attention mechanism can learn to draw upon appropriately in the reconstruction pipeline.

We evaluate Gemino (Attention) on publicly available TCDTimit [8] dataset and show that our novel multi-resolution attention design provides an improvement of 1.71 dB in PSNR, 1.13 dB in SSIM and 0.06 in LPIPS over a similar design that runs attention only at the coarsest level. Further, the same model when evaluated using five references provides an additional improvement of 0.15 dB in PSNR, 0.07 dB in SSIM, and 0.01 in LPIPS. Since TCD-Timit [8] lacks sufficient variation in pose and backgrounds, we also evaluate on a more diverse dataset and observe that we get an improvement of nearly 1 dB in both SSIM and PSNR, and a 20% decrease (0.01) in LPIPS when using 10 references instead of 1. As the number of reference frames grows, our model incurs higher computational costs. However, this issue can be mitigated by employing a one-time compression of the fixed key-value pairs derived from the reference frames or by utilizing faster techniques to approximate the attention mechanism [36, 26, 14].

2. Related Work

Novel-view Synthesis Approaches. Face synthesis techniques fall under the broader problem of synthesizing a novel-view of an object or a person given a certain reference view. Many proposals [49, 23] have attempted to tackle the general version of the problem including Multi-View Image Fusion [32] and NeRF [21]. These approaches typically estimate a flow from the existing views to the novel view that captures both which parts of existing reference views can be copied over to the novel view, and what parts need to be synthesized.

Approaches specific to generating faces in a target pose based on reference or texture information have also been widely studied [27, 42, 37, 22, 35, 19, 29, 39]. For example, the First-Order Motion Model (FOMM) [27] animates a source image of a person into the target pose by estimating the motion using a first-order approximation around a set of ten sparse keypoints that are learnt end-to-end. Maxine [37] further this idea by using three-dimensional keypoints. The FOMM itself has been extended to use multiple source images [35] as well as optimized to run on mobile devices [22] albeit at much lower fidelity. Since keypoints provide a limited representation of the facial movement and mouth positioning, a few approaches [50, 43, 47, 24] leverage audio data in addition to pose information. HIEME [39] and Gemino [29] use a low-resolution target image as their input instead of keypoints or audio. All these approaches rely on warping the source image based on optical flow estimation between the source and target poses. A recent proposal [19] attempts to replace the flow module with an attention mechanism instead but requires a careful selection of reference images. We seek to go further by letting the model automatically use whichever and how many ever reference images amongst a pool it deems most useful.

Super-resolution Techniques. Super-resolution (SR) approaches take as input a low-resolution (LR) input and reconstruct a high-resolution (HR) version. The standard form within this realm is single-image SR techniques which only use the input image. Recently, CNN-based approaches [15, 16, 18, 13] that learn this transformation have significantly outperformed classic (non-learnt) interpolation
methods such as bilinear or bicubic [12]. Since a number of these models tend to be large, efforts to distill SISR models into lightweight versions have resulted in newer models such as IDN [10] and IMDN [9]. However, all of these approaches need to fundamentally hallucinate or memorize high-frequency texture information since LR inputs only capture low-frequency details.

To overcome this challenge, a handful of reference-image based SR techniques have been proposed over the years. A number of these techniques predate the neural network renaissance and use simple motion or similarity comparisons at a pixel level [3, 41, 30, 31]. More recent approaches either rely on a HR version of the LR input [45], or use learnt correspondences using patches [44, 7], features [40], or optical flow [29, 39] to extract the relevant parts of the reference image that can help reconstruct the input image. Our technique is inspired by an attention-based solution to this problem as used in [19, 40]. However, we focus exclusively on face synthesis, and provide a corpus of reference images to our model. Though our model has been trained on a single reference image like Gemini [29], at test time, it can leverage any number of reference frames and automatically combine them in the most useful way to generate the HR target image.

Attention Mechanisms. Attention mechanisms have gained popularity in vision tasks since the introduction of the self-attention layer (identical query, key, values) in [34]. A number of models [46, 17, 2] for image and video-related tasks including ViT [5] and VCT [20] have since employed either self or cross attention. Even certain super-resolution techniques rely on transformers [15, 40, 18] to help model the long-range dependencies between the low-resolution input and high-resolution target better. Recently, codebook-based approaches [33, 6] combined with attention have shown good reconstruction quality despite their use of discrete codes or quantized features that capture very specific visual parts of the frame. In particular, Codeformers [48] uses a codebook specific to faces, and uses attention to find correspondence between LR input patches and the corresponding HR patch from the codebook. However, it is a generative approach that may not synthesize images with the same identity as the HR ground-truth.

3. Motivation

As shown in Gemino [29], many of the techniques developed for novel-view synthesis using keypoints have catastrophic failures if the reference frame and the target frame differ significantly in their poses. While standard super-resolution techniques with a series of downsampling and upsampling layers has better low-frequency fidelity and places objects in the right place, it fails to capture high-frequency details such as hair strands and facial texture. Gemino [29] combines these two approaches in its high-frequency conditional super-resolution design wherein it upsamples a LR target but uses information from a high-resolution reference frame to condition the upsampling. This way, Gemino transfers high-frequency information from the reference frame to the target frame in regions that are similar, but falls back on super-resolution as a lower bound for reconstruction error for regions that are new or very different in the target frame.

While Gemino achieves audio-like bitrates with good reconstruction fidelity, it uses only reference frame. This is because the model estimates motion between the reference and the target using optical flow methods and uses the resulting warping field to translate the reference features into the coordinate system of the target prior to decoding. The output from running optical flow maps each region or block of the target frame to its closest match in the reference frame (Fig. 1(a)). Though this is an efficient technique for motion estimation, it does not inherently let the model leverage information from multiple reference frames.

Consider the case of a target that has both eyes open and the mouth wide, but needs to choose one of two options for references: one with open eyes and another with an open mouth. An optical flow approach would only be able to leverage one of the two frames, missing out on relevant high-frequency information in either the mouth or eye region. One option would be to add a linear layer after computing individual warping fields based on each of the two references. Such a linear layer would be responsible for computing weights for which image regions need to focus on which of the two references. Such a weighing layer is outside of the default optical flow formulation. How-
ever, this is precisely what the expressiveness of an attention layer lets us do.

Attention [34] is a mechanism to capture correspondence between regions of the target frame and all regions of one or more reference frames. In contrast to optical flow which maps a region of the target to a single region in a reference frame, attention allows you to compute a particular region of the target as a weighted combination of all reference regions (Fig. 1(b)). This automatically scales to multiple references since it simply returns weights across all regions of all references. In the above example of the target with open eyes and a wide mouth, attention allows target regions around the eyes to weigh the reference with open eyes more while target regions around the mouth rely more on the other reference with the wide mouth. The precise correspondence is calculated using a region-by-region dot product between the target and the references. Since this operation does not involve any learning, an attention-based model trained on a single reference frame can be easily extended to any number of references at inference time. The model simply calculates correspondence or attention with as many references as provided before running the attended output through the rest of the decoding pipeline. Due to its versatility, we employ attention as an alternative to optical flow for motion estimation in Gemino (Attention), an alternate design to Gemino for high-frequency conditional super-resolution.

4. Method

The input to Gemino (Attention) is a set of references in both their LR and HR versions, and a LR target whose HR version we want to reconstruct. Note that the LR and HR images have the same dimensionality because the LR image is downsampled and then re-upsampled using bicubic interpolation. This results in a blurry LR image whose dimensions match that of the crisper HR image. Fig. 2 depicts the architecture of our system.

A shared key-query encoder encodes the LR references and the LR target into key and query features respectively. A separate value encoder encodes the HR references into a set of value features. An aggregator module (e.g., concatenation) aggregates key-value feature pairs from multiple references into a smaller compact set of key-value pairs. An attention layer computes attention between key and query feature pairs and maps it to the corresponding values. This process is repeated at higher resolutions (or finer levels) to provide skip connections that are leveraged during decoding to preserve high-frequency content. The attended value features at the coarsest level are then decoded, along with skip connections at subsequent levels, to produce the final reconstructed image.

We describe in detail the key-query encoder, the value encoder and decoder in §4.1. A strawman version of attention that uses a single reference image is described in §4.2. We extend this strawman to multiple references in §4.3, and finally describe how we leverage skip connections and attention at multiple resolutions to preserve high-frequency content in §4.4.

4.1. Feature Encoding and Decoding

To capture information from the LR and HR images at multiple resolutions in a richer space than their per-pixel RGB representations, we first encode them into the feature space. We then perform attention before decoding the same features.

Key-Query Encoder. The LR references and the LR version of the target frame are encoded using a shared key-query encoder. Since our attention mechanism computes correspondences between the keys and the queries, it is best that their features are semantically aligned, and so, we use a shared encoder to improve that likelihood. The key-query encoder consists of three convolutional layers each with stride 1. Each of these layers is paired with a downsampling layer that runs convolutions of stride 2. Thus, each downsampling layer reduces each spatial dimension by a factor 2, decreasing the total spatial blocks by 4x. The convolutions use a 3×3 kernel and ‘same’ padding to capture information across regions of the input images. Each convolutional layer also uses a ReLU activation. Fig. 3 diagrammatically describes this encoder design. Since we use 384×384 images in our evaluation, the encoder produces features with spatial dimensions of 192×192, 96×96 and 48×48.

Value Encoder. The architecture of the value encoder is the same as the key-query encoder. In other words, the value encoder also uses three convolutional layers with stride 1, each of which is paired with a downsampling layer that reduces each spatial dimensions by 2×. However, unlike the key-query encoder, the value encoder operates on high-resolution references and thus, encodes high-frequency content associated with the reference images.

Decoder. The decoder’s design nearly mirrors that of the value encoder since it is designed to produce an RGB image from the attended (value) features. Specifically, the decoder consists of three convolutional layers each with stride 1. Each of these layers is paired with a two-dimensional upsampling layer that performs a bilinear interpolation to increase the spatial dimensions of the feature by 2× along each axis. The convolutions use a 3×3 kernel and ‘same’ padding to combine information across regions of the input images. Each convolutional layer also uses a ReLU activation. The architecture is a mirror of the encoder shown in Fig. 3 with Upsampling layers replacing the down blocks. The decoder further uses skip-connections produced by attending appropriately to the encoded key and value features at the resolutions in intermediary layers of the encoder. We motivate the use of these skip connections further in §4.4.
4.2. Attending to a Single Reference

As described in §4.1, the key-query encoder produces a sequence of query features from the LR target frame and key features from the LR reference frames, while the value encoder encodes the HR reference frame. The next step is to compute correspondence between these query and key features. For simplicity, we assume that we have exactly one reference frame, which ensures that the query, key, and value features are all of the same dimensionality. In §4.3, we build on this design to extend it to multiple references.

To compute correspondence between the query and key features, we use the scaled dot-product attention layer [34, 1]. Specifically, we compute:

$$\text{Attended Values}(Q, K, V) = \text{softmax}\left(\frac{Q K^T}{c}\right)V$$

where $Q$, $K$, and $V$ denote query, key and value features respectively, and $c$ is a learnt scaling parameter. This layer computes the inner-product $Q K^T$ between each query element against each key element, and obtains a softmax over it to produce a weighted average of key elements across all locations that contribute to a particular query location. Effectively, this layer captures the similarity between the query and the key or learns how to combine different regions of the reference to produce a particular region of the target.

Since we ultimately want to use the HR features in the decoding procedure, this similarity, though computed on LR reference features, is mapped to HR value features from the reference via the multiplication with value features $V$.

If we have $d$ dimensions in the query (assume that all spatial and channel dimensions are flattened), the query $Q$ is $(1 \times d)$ in size. Since the key-query encoder is shared and the value encoder’s architecture is identical to that of
the key-query encoder, the values and the keys also have dimension $d$ when flattened. Assuming a single reference image, this means that $V$ and $K$ are also $(1 \times d)$ in size. This produces a similarity value $QK^T$ of dimensions $(1 \times 1)$ and attended values of dimensions $(1 \times d)$ which can then be decoded to produce the final reconstruction.

Note that we choose to use the simplest version of attention by leveraging a single dot-product attention layer with $c$ being the only learnt parameter. Multi-headed attention [34] is more commonly used in transformer architectures, and is known to be much more powerful. However, we did not see significant gains in our evaluations, and thus chose to avoid the increased computational overheads.

### 4.3. Attending to Multiple References

Using attention even on a single reference image allows for improved capabilities in combining information from multiple image regions in contrast to optical flow that moves a single source location to a single target location. However, the versatility of attention is put to its true use with multiple reference images. To extend the design described in §4.2 to multiple images, we alter the attention layer to now compute correspondences across many more features from multiple references.

Specifically, we assume that we have $n$ different reference images, and we have LR and HR versions of each reference. The key-query encoder encodes the LR references to produce key features of size $(n \times d)$ while the value encoder encodes the HR references to produce value features of size $(n \times d)$. So far, we have merely concatenated features from $n$ different reference images. We discuss in future work possibilities to aggregate these concatenated features into a smaller representation of size $(a \times d)$ using the aggregator module in Fig. 2. However, we assume for the rest of this section and the evaluation, that we simply concatenate the features obtained from multiple references.

Once concatenated, the attention layer computes the same scaled-dot product attention, albeit on different dimensions. Specifically, the similarity between key and query features is now computed across all $n$ key features to result in a value $QK^T$ of dimensions $(1 \times n)$. However, since the attended values are $(n \times d)$ in size, the final dimensions of the attended values is still $(1 \times d)$ which can then be decoded to produce the final reconstruction.

This reveals a very powerful detail about the attention-based design in our model. The attention layer, even if trained on a single reference image to learn its scaling parameter $c$, can be extended at inference time to use multiple reference images without retraining. This is because the sizes of the key and value pairs are abstracted away in the dot-product and only the query feature dimensions and the final attended value features need to be maintained for the model pipeline from Fig. 2 to work between train and test time.

### 4.4. Preserving High-frequency Content

#### Multi-resolution Attention

The attention mechanism described above operates on query, key and value features of dimensions $d$. However, the actual value of $d$ and what it means in the context of spatial and channel dimensions for the features can have an outsize impact on the granularity of these features and subsequently, the quality of the final reconstruction. A strawman solution would be to run attention once on the coarsest (last) level of features obtained from the query, key, and value features. In our evaluations with $384 \times 384$ images and encoders with three downsampling layers, this would mean spatial dimensions of $48 \times 48$. While this makes the computationally intensive attention operation tractable, such a resolution is too coarse to realistically preserve any high-frequency content associated with the images.

Instead, we leverage its skip connection design popularized by U-Nets [25] to improve the fidelity to high-frequency content in Gemino (Attention). Since we already have an encoder and decoder structure, it is relatively straightforward to extend our design to use skip connections. Specifically, we obtain encoded query, key and value features from each intermediary level of the key-query encoder and value encoder. This results in features of spatial dimensions $192 \times 192$, $96 \times 96$ and $48 \times 48$. We compute attention or correspondence between each of these levels’ query and key features to produce attended value features at each intermediary level. While the coarsest level’s attended features are used as the input to the decoder, the remaining levels’ attended features are progressively fed in as skip connections to improve the fidelity to high-frequency content in the final reconstruction. We deem this architectural element “multi-resolution attention” and evaluate its benefits in §5.2.

#### Block-based Attention for Reducing Compute

Though the skip connections help with improving fidelity, running a scaled dot-product attention at resolutions as high as $192 \times 192$ is simply impractical. This is because the dot product is effectively computed between every spatial query and key location resulting in a vector of size $192 \times 192 \times 192 \times 192$. To overcome this issue, we break our feature space into smaller patches and compute attention only within that patch. This idea is inspired by ViT [5], but modified to account for the fact that we are only synthesizing talking heads.

In the design of Gemino (Attention), we break features that are spatially large into $12 \times 12$ blocks and only compute attention within the 144 locations inside each of these blocks and across the 144 locations in the same block of all the reference image features. In other words, query features of dimensions $192 \times 192 \times f$ where $(f$ is the filter or channel
dimension) are broken into 256 separate $12 \times 12 \times f$ blocks with their indices identifying which region in the original $192 \times 192$ they came from. We repeat this across all $n$ reference frames’ key and value features to generate $n$ separate key and value features for each $12 \times 12$ block index. Then, we pick a particular block index, and compute attention between the $(1 \times 144, f)$ query features and its $(n \times 144, f)$ key and value features for that block. In conceptual terms, this boils down to first narrowing down to a small set of features mapping to the eye region, and then leveraging information on the orientation of the eye across $n$ frames to reconstruct the eye in the target. This is similarly repeated (across blocks) to attend to features in regions focused on the ear, mouth, nose, etc.

5. Evaluation

5.1. Setup

**Dataset.** We use the TCDTimit [8] dataset that consists of 1080p videos that are recordings of trained actors who read a script facing a camera against a green screen. The videos are short clips of duration less than 10 seconds and are at a framerate of $\sim 30$ FPS. The videos are of high-quality, encoded at bitrates above 50 Mbps. Out of the 60 actors, we choose 51 to form our training set and nine people to form our test set. Each person has 96 videos. Prior to training, we crop a square frame of size $384 \times 384$ in the center. The low-resolution (LR) input is either of size $48 \times 48$ or $96 \times 96$ depending on whether it is a $8 \times$ or $4 \times$ upsampling task. In both cases, the LR frames have been resized to $384 \times 384$ by bicubic upsampling prior to use in the training or inference pipeline. We run inference on every frame of every test video of every person, but for training, we sample 1000 pairs of reference and target frames per video. Note that the people in the train and test dataset are completely different; unlike Gemino, this approach does not leverage per-person fine-tuning for improved reconstruction fidelity.

**Baselines.** We compare the following approaches to understand the benefits that Gemino (Attention) provides compared to existing solutions.

- **Single-image Super-resolution (SISR):** A simple encoder and decoder pair that encodes the LR target image and decodes it into the HR target image. This approach does not use any HR reference frames.
- **Gemino:** A version of the Gemino [29] model that does $8 \times$ upsampling. Gemino operates directly on the LR input ($48 \times 48$) without resizing it using bicubic upsampling to $384 \times 384$. We use this only to provide a baseline for compute overheads (and not visual fidelity) since Gemino was trained on a very different dataset with personalization benefits that we do not explore in this paper.
- **Coarse Attention with Single Reference Image (Coarse Attn.):** This approach, like Gemino, encodes the LR and HR frames into a set of encoded features. However, instead of computing optical flow to warp the HR features, it computes attention on the coarsest (or smallest spatial dimension) features of the HR frame with those of the LR frame. This attention is run over the entire spatial dimension ($48 \times 48$) of these encoded features. The decoding pipeline does not use any of the skip connections described in §4.4.
- **Gemino (Attention):** Our contribution that builds upon the previous “Coarse Attention” model by running attention at multiple resolutions using the intermediary outputs of the encoder’s layers when applied to the HR and LR reference and target frames. Each of these intermediary attended outputs is provided to the decoder as skip connections to improve its high-frequency fidelity. To ensure that this approach scales as the number of reference frames is increased, attention is computed over smaller blocks to focus the attention mechanism over small regions of all the references. This model is trained using a single reference image randomly sampled from the same video as the target image, but is used at inference time with upto 10 reference images in our evaluations. In such cases, the encoded features from all the references are provided as key-value pairs to the attention module that decided how to appropriately weigh them when computing features to decode into the target image.

**Model and Training Procedure.** We train all models on the entire corpus of train videos for 1M steps. Gemino (Attention) is trained with a batch size of 8 with random rotational augmentations of ninety degrees to improve its robustness. The learning rate starts at 0.0001 and decays by a factor of 0.46 halfway. Our model is trained with both an L1-loss on the pixel space between the ground truth and the reconstruction, as well as a feature matching loss from VGG [11] that improves the sharpness of the output produced. Both these losses are weighed equally.

**Visual Quality Metrics.** We compute the average Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR), the Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [38], and the Learned Perceptual Image Patch Quality Metrics (LPIPS) on the reconstructed frames from each of the above baselines and the ground-truth. PSNR is reported as the mean-square error of pixels in each frame averaged across all test frames of a given video, measured on the RGB scale. SSIM is reported as the average (across frames) of the structural similarity between the reconstruction and its high-resolution counter-part. For SSIM and PSNR, a higher value denotes better reconstruction quality. LPIPS is reported as a distance metric in the VGG [28] feature spaces of the reconstructed image and its high-resolution ground-truth. Lower LPIPS scores correspond to higher fidelity. We also show visuals to provide qualitative
Table 1. Performance improvements from using multiple references with Gemino (Attention) running over 24 blocks over Single-Image SR (SISR) and attention that runs at the coarsest level alone (Coarse Attention) at an 8× upsampling task. SISR and Coarse Attention miss high-frequency information while Gemino (Attention) retains it.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>PSNR (dB)</th>
<th>SSIM (dB)</th>
<th>LPIPS ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISR</td>
<td>30.98</td>
<td>28.72</td>
<td>28.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Attention</td>
<td>30.98</td>
<td>28.73</td>
<td>28.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention): 1 ref</td>
<td>32.69</td>
<td>29.86</td>
<td>29.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention): 2 refs</td>
<td>32.67</td>
<td>29.83</td>
<td>29.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention): 5 refs</td>
<td><strong>32.84</strong></td>
<td><strong>29.86</strong></td>
<td><strong>29.46</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Results

**Main Takeaway.** We compare all of the baselines against Gemino (Attention) when upsampling 8× from a 48×48 frame to a 384×384 frame and present a quantitative summary in Tab. 1. We show visual samples in Figures 4 and 5 to provide qualitative examples. Overall, Gemino (Attention) outperforms other baselines, and also provides benefits in reconstruction quality as the number of references increases. Specifically, it maintains high-frequency fidelity when compared to SISR and Coarse Attention, but also performs better in particular regions of the face and torso with improved information from multiple references. We break these results down in subsequent paragraphs.

**Comparison with Single-Image SR.** We observe in Tab. 1 that single-image SR (SISR) achieves on average 1.7 dB less PSNR, 1.41 dB less SSIM, and 0.06 more LPIPS than Gemino (Attention) with one reference frame. A similar difference of 0.06 manifests with LPIPS on the worst 5% and 1% of test frames. Without a reference frame to provide high frequency information, SISR’s upsampling layers are unable to recover the details associated with individuals’ facial features. As seen in Figures 4 and 5, the SISR output misses the freckles and acne associated with both individuals’ foreheads. Its reconstruction of both individuals’ hair also lacks detail. This is unsurprising since the low-resolution input frame lacks high-frequency detail. Further, these models have not been trained with frames of the test individuals and thus, cannot encode such information into their weights.

**Benefits of Multi-resolution Attention.** Tab. 1 shows that “Coarse Attention” does not perform better than SISR. This suggests that running attention at the coarsest level with encoded reference features fails to capture the same high-frequency details that SISR misses. This is reflected in the visual samples in Figures 4 and 5 too; Coarse Attention misses the same freckles and acne that SISR misses on the foreheads. This is because the encoded features at the coarsest level of the encoder are too low-resolution (48×48) to retain enough high-frequency information from the reference frame that can later be leveraged through attention before the decoding pipeline.

However, when that same information is passed through a series of skip connections in Gemino (Attention), the reconstruction quality improves significantly even with one reference frame. Specifically, the skip connections provide reference features at multiple resolutions via attention computed on each intermediary encoder layer’s outputs. The decoder then uses these reference features at the appropriate resolution to recover the high-frequency details associated with the individual. This improved architecture preserves the acne and freckles in the visual samples produced by Gemino (Attention) in Figures 4 and 5.

**SR Task Difficulty.** In Tab. 2, we compare existing baselines to Gemino (Attention) at a 4× upsampling task from 96×96 to 384×384. Like the 8× upsampling case, we observe that Gemino (Attention) outperforms SISR and attention at the coarsest level alone due to the lack of sufficient high-frequency information in both approaches. As the number of references is increased to ten, we observe a marginal improvement in visual quality as reported by the PSNR, SSIM and LPIPS values for the average and worst 5% and 1% of frames. Since 4× upsampling is generally easier than 8×, all of the reported numbers are much better than those reported in Tab. 1.

**Computational Overheads.** Though using attention with
Figure 4. Reconstruction quality of different approaches on a specific frame using up to five references. Unlike Gemino (Attention), SISR and Coarse Attention miss high-frequency information associated with freckles and acne on the face. As the number of references for Gemino (Attention) is increased, the reconstruction of the eyelashes and the folds of the eyes improves as seen in the zoomed-in version.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>PSNR (dB) ↑</th>
<th>SSIM (dB) ↑</th>
<th>LPIPS ↓</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>P1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SISR</td>
<td>33.61</td>
<td>31.23</td>
<td>31.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Attention</td>
<td>33.61</td>
<td>31.18</td>
<td>30.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention): 1 ref</td>
<td>34.57</td>
<td>32.01</td>
<td>31.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention): 2 refs</td>
<td>34.55</td>
<td>32.04</td>
<td>31.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention): 5 refs</td>
<td>34.63</td>
<td><strong>32.05</strong></td>
<td>31.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention): 10 refs</td>
<td><strong>34.71</strong></td>
<td>31.98</td>
<td><strong>31.32</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Performance improvements from using multiple references (15 frames apart) with Gemino (Attention) running over 12×12 blocks over Single-Image SR (SISR) and attention that runs at the coarsest level alone (Coarse Attention) at an 4× upsampling task. The trends across approaches are similar to 8× upsampling but the reconstruction quality is much better since the starting resolution is higher.

Multiple references instead of optical flow improves the visual quality of generated frames, computing attention involves multiplication of large matrices that imposes severe overheads. As seen in Tab. 3, single-image SR takes only 11.65 ms to run inference on a 384×384 frame, and has far fewer parameters and FLOPs in comparison to its attention counterparts. Gemino [29] has a lot more parameters (~82M) because it has a separate keypoint extraction and motion estimation pipeline. However, because many of these operations run at lower resolutions in its multi-scale architecture, this does not cause an explosive increase in FLOPs or inference time.

All of the attention versions of Gemino and coarse attention have fewer parameters than Gemino’s optical flow version because we use dot-product scaled attention for motion estimation which only has one parameter regardless of the attention block size and the input dimensions. However, as the block size increases for a fixed number of references, the FLOPs for Gemino (Attention) increases because each attention operation computes matrix multiplication over larger spatial regions. This consequently manifests as an increase in V100 inference time. As the number
Figure 5. Reconstruction quality of different approaches on a specific frame using up to five references. Unlike Gemino (Attention), SISR and Coarse Attention miss high-frequency information associated with freckles and acne on the face. As the number of references for Gemino (Attention) is increased, the reconstruction of the eyelashes and the eye gaze improves as seen in the zoomed-in version.

Table 3. Computational overheads of Gemino (Attention) at block sizes of 12×12 and 24×24 with different number of reference frames in comparison to single-image SR, attention at the coarsest level and Gemino’s optical flow version. Parameters, floating point operations (FLOPs), and inference time on a V100 GPU are measured in millions, billions, and milliseconds respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Params</th>
<th>FLOPs</th>
<th>V100 Inference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SISR</td>
<td>11.66M</td>
<td>191B</td>
<td>11.65ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Attn.</td>
<td>18.60M</td>
<td>385B</td>
<td>285.81ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino</td>
<td>82.41M</td>
<td>82B</td>
<td>14.87 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention) @ 12×12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ref</td>
<td>20.22M</td>
<td>481B</td>
<td>29.72ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 refs</td>
<td>20.22M</td>
<td>655B</td>
<td>30.15ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 refs</td>
<td>20.22M</td>
<td>1178B</td>
<td>47.38ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 refs</td>
<td>20.22M</td>
<td>2049B</td>
<td>66.14ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gemino (Attention) @ 24×24</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 ref</td>
<td>20.22M</td>
<td>540B</td>
<td>31.67ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 refs</td>
<td>20.22M</td>
<td>774B</td>
<td>47.23ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 refs</td>
<td>20.22M</td>
<td>1476B</td>
<td>98.70ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Computational overheads of Gemino (Attention) at block sizes of 12×12 and 24×24 with different number of reference frames in comparison to single-image SR, attention at the coarsest level and Gemino’s optical flow version. Parameters, floating point operations (FLOPs), and inference time on a V100 GPU are measured in millions, billions, and milliseconds respectively.

Number of Reference Frames in Gemino (Attention).

Tab. 1 shows small improvements in reconstruction quality for the average and worst 5% and 1% of frames as the number of references in Gemino (Attention) is increased. Attention becomes more expensive (increased FLOPs and inference time) once again because of more matrix multiplications. Note that this increase is not quite linear because we only measure the inference time for the attention and decoding pipeline, and assume that the encoding process from multiple references into features is only done once at the beginning of the video call.

Since attention at the coarsest level computes attention over 48×48 blocks, its inference time is quite high due to prohibitively large matrix multiplication operations despite the fact that the encoded features themselves are only 48×48 (only one attention block as a result). Note that the FLOPs for the coarse attention approach is lower than Gemino (Attention) running attention over multiple separate 12×12 or 24×24 blocks. Yet, the size of the attention matrix with coarse attention at 48×48 itself is 16 times larger than Gemino (Attention) with 24×24 blocks. This could result in more memory bottlenecks [4] when creating large matrices causing the overall inference time with coarse attention to be nearly 3× larger than Gemino (Attention).
Table 4. Impact of space between five reference frames in Gemino (Attention). Larger inter-frame gaps leads to more diverse reference frames in comparison to using consecutive frames that are likely to be very similar and consequently leads to better performance.

Table 5. Impact of attention block size in Gemino (Attention) when using five references. A larger block size allows the attention module to leverage information across a wider region when computing correspondence, leading to better performance.

creased. Specifically, we observe 0.15 dB increase in PSNR, 0.07 dB increase in SSIM and 0.01 decrease in LPIPS when using five references. These quantitative differences are small because the TCD-Timit dataset [8] is highly curated to involve actors speaking a script in solely front-facing poses with minimal movement. We anticipate the differences being more substantial in datasets that involve more movement and a range of poses.

Despite these small quantitative differences, we observe visual differences with five references in Figures 4(c) and 5(c). Specifically, Fig. 4(c) shows that the reconstruction of the eyelashes and the folds of the eyes is a lot more accurate with five references where the latter three have open eyes when compared to using one or two references with closed eyes. Similarly, Fig. 5(c) shows a more accurate reconstruction of the eye gaze and lashes with five reference frames that have different gazes than with two references with very similar gazes.

Type of Reference Frames in Gemino (Attention). To understand whether the underlying diversity within the reference frames also impacts the reconstruction quality in addition to the number of reference frames, we choose five reference frames with two different strategies. Specifically, we choose five consecutive reference frames that are likely to be very similar and compare that against using five references frames at intervals of fifteen frames from the origin test video, and compare the resulting output. Tab. 4 compares the two approaches and suggests that picking reference frames that are fifteen frames apart leads to better visual quality for the average and worst frames. We suspect that this is because frames that are further apart in the underlying video are likely to be more different and lend high-frequency information from different parts of the face that can be leveraged for better fidelity in the final output.

Impact of Attention Block Size. We show the effect that the attention block size has on reconstruction quality with five references when upsampling by 8× in Tab. 5. The attention block size determines the size of the region over which attention is computed or how large of a reference frame area is used to compute weights for a particular target location. Tab. 5 suggests that as the attention block size increases, the reconstruction quality (LPIPS) improves for the average and worst frames in the corpus. As we move from 6×6 blocks to 24×24 blocks, we observe an improvement of 0.54 dB in PSNR, 0.49 dB in SSIM and 0.02 in LPIPS for the average frame. Though we anticipate some improvements from increased reference information at higher block sizes, attention with 48×48 blocks becomes prohibitively expensive to the point of not being able to incorporate multiple reference frames. At such large blocks, the attention weights also tend to average out more causing blurring effects similar to “Coarse Attention”. As a result, for 8× up-sampling, we use 24×24 blocks.

5.4. Results on a More Diverse Dataset

To show the benefits from multiple references on a more diverse dataset, we evaluate our ideas on a different dataset consisting of individuals in front-facing positions. Unlike TCD-Timit [8], this dataset does not consist of actors with scripts with minimal head movement. In contrast, the individuals in this harder dataset tend to move around more and exhibit variety in their poses. Their backgrounds also differ across videos and do not consist of a single green screen. However, the videos are not of such high quality
Figure 6. Visual quality on a more diverse dataset with increasing number of references. We see diminishing returns as the number of references is increased, but over 1 dB improvement in PSNR and 20% reduction in LPIPS in going from 1 to even 10 references.

and tend to be close to a few Mbps in their bitrates. In an effort to show results at higher numbers of references ( ~ 60), we only use the “Coarse Attention” mechanism without multi-resolution attention or the skip connections described in §4.4. This is because running attention at multiple resolutions incurs prohibitively high memory overheads as the number of references is increased.

Fig. 6 shows the improvement in visual quality on the above described dataset as the number of references is increased when upsampling 8 × to a final resolution of 384 × 384. Specifically, on this dataset, we observe a nearly 1 dB improvement in both SSIM and PSNR and a 20% decrease (0.01) in LPIPS in going from 1 to even 10 references. This is in contrast to the 4 × upsampling case with TCDTimit shown in Tab. 2 that sees very slight improvements in going from 1 to 10 references. Further, we see diminishing returns from increasing the references all the way to 60 with this dataset. While there is a big improvement in going from 1 to about 20 references, subsequent increases from 20 to 30 or 45 references show far less improvement in video quality. Note that these reference frames are consecutive and we run attention only at one-resolution, yet there are significant improvements from using more references when compared to TCDTimit [8]. We anticipate more gains with attention at multiple resolutions and reference frames that are further apart.

6. Limitations and Future Work

Though Gemino (Attention) addresses the issue of being constrained to a single reference frame in Gemino, the solution comes at significant compute costs. Specifically, the attention-based architecture involves many more matrix multiplication operations on large multi-dimensional matrices. This results in an increase in FLOPs and consequently, inference time as the number of references is increased. However, unlike Gemino, its attention counterpart has not been optimized to use depthwise-convolutions, knowledge distillation or minimal number of kernels and filters for optimal reconstruction. These standard model compression techniques can be applied to Gemino (Attention) as well to improve its reconstruction time across the hardware spectrum. Recent developments such as FlashAttention [4] can further be employed to align the attention mechanism with IO bottlenecks in a way that reduces memory overheads. Additionally, methods such as those discussed in [36, 14, 26] can be leveraged to compress the key-value pairs calculated from reference frames or to create approximations of the attention mechanism. Given that reference frames tend to remain fixed throughout the entire inference process and often contain substantial redundancy, both compression and approximation techniques are highly relevant in this context.

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we develop an alternate design for the high-frequency conditional super-resolution technique proposed by Gemino [29] that leverages attention for motion estimation. Our approach is able to utilize high-frequency information from a diverse set of references to better predict the target frame than with one single reference. The scaled-dot product attention layer also allows flexibility in picking the exact number of references at inference time even though the model is trained for only one reference frame. This flexibility allows for the design of new adaptation algorithms that dynamically choose the number and specific reference frames that trade off accuracy for compute when deployed on the receiver side in settings such as video conferencing. We leave the design of such algorithms as well as optimizations to speed up our attention-based model architecture to future work.
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